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How to write an Essay
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How to Use BridgeU

Stages:

1. Self-Exploration
a. Assessments
b. Careers Tool

2. University Research
a. University Matcher
b. University Explore
c. Shortlisting

3. Application Prep
a. Personal Statement Writing
b. Letters of Recommendation
c. Deadlines
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Where to Start



Quiz

1. The Common App essay goes to all universities 
you apply to on the Common App.

3. What is the maximum number of words you can 
have in a Common App essay

4. Your essay could be the difference between you 
being accepted in a university or not

A. True
B. False

2. Some universities will require multiple shorter 
essays in the form of long paragraphs

A. 500
B. 600
C. 650

A. True
B. False

A. True
B. False



Main Types of Essays
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1. The Common App essay 
This goes to all universities you apply to on the Common App.  

2. The Coalition App essay 
Similar to the Common App Essay, this goes into your Coalition 
‘locker’ and can be reviewed by  all of the universities you apply 
to on the Coalition app.  

3. Supplemental essays 
Some universities will require another essay, or will want short 
answer phrases to a series of  questions. Each university has its 
own weird and wonderful requirements, so do your research!  

4. Other University Group essays 
Sometimes university groups will ask for a specific essay tailored 
to them. For example, UC applications. 
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Good Practices for Writing Your Essay 
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Things to remember when writing your essays…

● Expect to do a lot of editing

● Don’t fill space for the sake of it 

● Don’t try to cover everything 

● Be yourself and be honest 

● Get descriptive

● Be entertaining 

● Be memorable by creating your personal brand 
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Shape Your Essay Topic/Focus 
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What moments in my 
life have really 
challenged/helped 
me grow as a person?

What personal 
experience is an 
interesting story to 
tell?

How can I tell the 
story and keep my 
reader interested?

Does this story show 
my capabilities in 
their best light?
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Planning Your Essay 
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Activity: Collecting Experiences
Using BridgeU Strategy Advisor
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Student Questionnaire!
1. Which of the following do you think will be the hardest when writing 

your essay
a. All of the editing
b. Keeping things short and not filling space for the sake of It 
c. Limiting what you are trying to cover
d. Being yourself and be honest 
e. Getting descriptive
f. Being entertaining 

g. Creating your personal brand 

2. If universities only got to hear about one of your personality traits, 
what would you want them to read about. For example:

a. how creative you are
b. how driven/motivated you are
c. how compassionate you are
d. how adventurous you are
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Common App Essay
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Things to remember:

1. Showcase your personality

2. There is a word limit of 650 words

3. You get to choose your prompt to better 

highlight you and your achievements
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Common App Essay Prompts for 2022-2023
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Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent that is so meaningful they believe their 
application would be incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, then please share your story.

The lessons we take from obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to later success. Recount a time when 
you faced a challenge, setback, or failure. How did it affect you, and what did you learn from the experience?

Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What prompted your thinking? What was 
the outcome?

Reflect on something that someone has done for you that has made you happy or thankful in a surprising way. 
How has this gratitude affected or motivated you?

Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of personal growth and a new 
understanding of yourself or others.

Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes you lose all track of time. Why does it 
captivate you? What or who do you turn to when you want to learn more?

Share an essay on any topic of your choice. It can be one you've already written, one that responds to a 
different prompt, or one of your own design.
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The Coalition App Essay
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Things to remember:

1. Accepted by 140 universities

2. May use supplemental essays

3. Sent to all universities on the Coalition App 

4. There is a word limit of 300 - 550 words

5. You get to choose your prompt to better highlight you and your achievements

6. Main difference from the Common App is its ‘locker’ tool which allows you to 

collate a more diverse academic and extracurricular record of achievement.
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Coalition App Essay Prompts from Previous Years…
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Tell a story from your life, describing an experience that either demonstrates your character  or 
helped to shape it. 

Describe a time when you made a meaningful contribution to others in which the greater  good was 
your focus. Discuss the challenges and rewards of making your contribution. 

Has there been a time when you’ve had a long-cherished or accepted belief challenged?  How did 
you respond? How did the challenge affect your beliefs? 

What is the hardest part of being a teenager now? What’s the best part? What advice would  you 
give a younger sibling or friend (assuming they would listen to you)? 

Submit an essay on a topic of your choice. 
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Supplemental Essays Intro & Exercise 
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Things to remember:

1. Typically shorter than other essays (often 200 words)

2. These essays only go to one university

3. Very university specific 

4. Supplemental essays may vary depending on whether you are applying to a 

specific college within  a university
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Student Activity
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Student Questionnaire!

● What is an experience or challenge in your life 
that has shaped who you are today?



Advice from US Admissions Representatives 
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● Think about how to grab a reader’s attention with a unique or 
interesting opening

● Pay attention to length requirements

● Always  draft in a word processing software before putting it 
into the application software itself

● Proofread 

● Do not lose your voice by overediting 

● No.Text.Speak

● Use anecdotes and examples to help tell your story

● Don’t try to cover too much ground 

● We love humor and creativity, but don’t force it or take it to an 
extreme place
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What to avoid - Don’t…
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uide-US-application-essays● Focus too much on people who have influenced you

● Forget to answer the essay question

● Worry about choosing the right question topic

● Write like a journalist or narrator reporting on an event – personalize it

● Use rude language and inappropriate topics

● Be arrogant, inauthentic, or fake

● Use words that you do not fully understand

● Repeat other parts of your application, such as your activities list

● Write about something you think sounds impressive, or you think 
university reps want to hear about 

● Miss the opportunity the essay provides to stand out

● Write a detailed story without talking about yourself.
Always bring it back to you

● Do not just restate the question!
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Resources
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● BridgeU PDF Guide: US application essays

● BridgeU University Application Essay Templates

● How to Improve Your Students’ University Application 

Essays with BridgeU

● BridgeU University Application Essays: The 5 Secrets of 

Successful Writing

● NYT College Admissions Essays feature this year

● Princeton Review’s blog “Crafting an Unforgettable College 

Essay”

● College Essays That Made a Difference, 6th Edition (Book)
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What could you do next?

Add 3 experiences to your Strategy Advisor in BridgeU

Shortlist the universites you are interested in and the programs 

you plan to apply for

Take a look at the BridgeU resource we looked at today located on the 

Help Center Here

Check out this interview with University Admissions Officers on what they 

are looking for in a US Essay: Syracuse University

https://help.bridge-u.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360008817853-PDF-Guide-US-application-essays
https://bridge-u.com/events/subcontinent-university-fair-how-to-write-a-common-app-essay/
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Survey Time!


